T : H -¥ K two quantities ||r||i, ||r|| 2 and a sequence (/3 n (r))" eN . They are defined by the following equations. DEFINITION 1. imii^arie^e,-), ||T|| 2 for any non-negative self-adjoint operator S : H -> H, S ^ 0. Here ao = 1, ai = -| and a n = -for n > 1. (The operator is a unique non-negative self-adjoint operator such that (5^) 2 = S.) We note that there is a unique partially isometric operator V : H -• K such that T = V\T\ and V*V is a projection on the closure of the range of |T|. This is known as the polar decomposition theorem (cf. [7] ).
EjesWTej||
2 = E(ij )6 jxj K^./OI 2 = £ ie/ l|r*/ 4 || a for any orthonormal basis (/¿)iej in K (by Parseval's identity). Consequently, ||T||2 and ||T||i = |||T| 3 H2 are independent of the particular orthonormal basis ( e j)jeJ used in their definition, and ||T||2 = ||T*H2. We note moreover, that if G, H and K are all real or complex Hilbert spaces and R : G -» H as well as S : H -> K are bounded linear operators, then ||<S72||2 < ||5||||ii||2, IISJIII2 < ||5|| a ||A|| and ||5|| < ||S|| 2 (cf. [7] ).
4. An operator T is called a Hilbert-Schmidt operator if ||T||2 < 00. Every Hilbert-Schmidt operator is compact (cf. [7] ).
5. A sequence (f3 n {T)) n eN is non-increasing and if T is a compact operator then, by the minimax formula, its positive elements give all non-zero eigenvalues of |T| arranged in non-increasing order and repeated according to their multiplicity (cf. [7] ). Now we state some properties of ||T||i and a sequence (/3 n (T)) ne^ that we shall use in the proof of the main theorem. They are essentially proved in [1] , [2] and [4] , however, there are differences in definitions of the trace class there, so it is important to have some care, lest one obtain a circularity. Therefore, we give the proof of the following lemma. P r o o f of Theorem. The equivalence of the first five conditions follows from parts (a) and (e) of the lemma and the equality ||T||i = |||T|'||2.
(1)=K6). Let T = V\T\ = V\T\$\T\? be the polar decomposition of T. Then, ||V|r|*|| a < m||||r|*|| 2 < ||T||? < oo and |||T|*|| 2 = ||T||J < oo, so T is a product of two Hilbert-Schmidt operators.
(6) =>-(7). If T = SR is a product of two Hilbert-Schmidt operators S and R, then ElC^e,,/,)! = £1(^,5*//)! < £l|iMI|s*//ll ^ IWWI 5 " 2 < 00 i€L ieL leL for arbitrary orthonormal systems (e()j e x, in H and (fi)ieL in K.
(7)=>(1). Let (ej)jej lL) j 2 be an orthonormal basis in H such that (ej)j e j 1 is an orthonormal basis in the closure of the range of |T| and {ej)j^j 2 is an orthonormal basis in the null-space of |T|. Then, (fj = Vej)j^j lt where V is a partially isometric operator from the polar decomposition of T, is an orthonormal system in K. Therefore, 
If
T : H -> K is a trace class operator then by (8) there exists an orthonormal basis (ej)jej in H such that Yljej II < 00 • Nevertheless, it is still possible that for some other basis this sum is equals oo. The following example is taken from [2] . Let (/ n )neN be an orthonormal basis in a Hilbert space H and let T be a perpendicular projection on the one dimensional subspace spanned by g = ±f n i.e., Tf = -¿s(f,g)g for / € H. Then, ||re n || = 1 for any orthonormal basis (e n ) n€ M in H such that 61 = M 9 and = 3. In [7] a Hilbert-Schmidt operator T : H -> H is said to be of the trace class if the sum of absolute values of its eigenvalues, repeated (for nonzero) according to algebraic multiplicity, is finite. Because this sum does not exceed (by Lalesco's inequality cf. [4] ), every operator which satisfies conditions of the theorem has this property. However, let (f n )neN be an orthonormal basis in a Hilbert space H and let T : H -> H be a bounded linear operator defined by the equations Tf = Xl^Li n(f> fn+i)fn for / G H. Then: T is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, T has no other than zero eigenvalues and ||T||i = oo. Consequently, Definition 2 is not equivalent to that in [7] .
